
What is the one thing you 
like/dislike the most about your 
current trash collection?

What do you like the most about the 
bulk and brush changes? What do you 
like the least?

What are your main concerns 
with the proposals presented 
this evening?

Like Regular Like What do you do with the other bulk items? Like Adding more enforcers

Like Thankful for service Like City still plan to pick up tires? If not- then 
what do we do with it?

Like Text/email notifications

Like Bulk service Like Monthly bulk pickup may prolong pickup 
when tenants move at first of month plus 
stuff isn’t picked up for 2-3 weeks.

Like Increase/enforce violation fees

Like Like large can Like Like idea of proposed Brush & Bulk 
schedule

Like Monthly H2O bill will help with illegal 
dumping issues

Like Public works personnel are GREAT Like It does occur! Like Like knowing when bulk is being 
picked up

Like Regular pickups are good Like Like schedule Like Bulk won’t be piled for month
Like Trash being picked up when no decal 

(don’t want it lying around but should 
be fined

Like Scheduled brush and bulk Like Ok with no curbside (recycling) – 
understands it is expensive

Like New resident – pleased at low rate Like Matching week to day Like Monthly fee will make transition 
easier for new residents

Like Workers are professional Like Enforcing lose bulk items Like Ok w/rate increases but will need to 
communicate current 5-year 
projection is at best—guess at the 
moment. May have to increase if costs 
increase.

Like Like decals – pay for what you need Like Education/regs fine – but not enforcing 
what we currently have

Like Pay monthly/annually

Like Like idea of standardizing size 
96—just seems big

Like Advertise when leaf pickup comes; need to 
add days

Concern No prior note of rate increase

Like Trash collectors – improvement in 
handling

Like Like they are improving recycle signage Concern Concerns about 96 -too big, too costly, 
esp for elderly

Like Consistency – know the date, timely, 
know the time

Like Billed by water bill - good Concern Fee not based on cart size

Like Do a good job with placement – some 
yes and some no

Like Monthly billing Concern Fee for use

Like Scheduled bulk was better Like Set schedule for brush/bulk pickup (week 
tied to residential collection day is easy to 
understand)

Concern Just lost recycling center at Linkhorne 
Drive

Like Brush/bulk, pickup quickly Like Please go to the 96 gallon trash cans. We are 
comfortable with the changes to brush 
pickup (knowing a specific date)

Concern Size of 96 gallon can—hard to handle

Like It happens and is dependable Like New weekly schedule Concern 96 (can) is too heavy for some people 
(one size doesn’t fit all)

Like Very clean about pickup /guys who it 
do a great job

Dislike What do you do with bulk and brush rest of 
the month?

Concern Not as flexible

Like Current system encourages efficient 
use of trash system

Dislike Can not set out early Concern Will B&B really get picked up?

Like Pay-as-you through Dislike Delaying fee increases is costing us now. 
Index it or increase every couple of years.

Concern Doesn’t define how to handle (clothes, 
toys, etc… large volume of debris that 
won’t fit in a can and isn’t brush and 
bulk

Like Smaller bins encourage not as much 
trash

Dislike Length time trash sits out (this leads to 
worse problems: i.e. items sitting for pickup 
get blown 

Concern No Cost/price incentive to recycle or 
for those with small amounts of trash

Dislike Brush/leaves on curb - in drains Dislike Landlords not handling tenant trash letting 
it be a mess

Concern Size of can

Dislike One size does not fit all Dislike Brush and leaves – no schedule!! (By ward, 
people don’t know their ward if a schedule, 
make more visible

Concern Concern about educating public not 
mix trash/leaves/bulk/brush

Dislike More info on disposal services: meds, 
electronics, drop-off locations - 
hazardous

Dislike Need clarity for items not “trash” and not 
“B&B” i.e. clothes (policy, process)

Concern Like what we have if could rely on 
more enforcement; street sweepers on 
same day as trash put out – have to 
sweep around

Dislike No transportation to Haz. Waste 
collection - a problem!

Dislike What do we do with smaller bulk items that 
don’t fit in can? Toys, etc.

Concern Multiple warnings – tiny fine

Dislike No labels on recycle bins at Mall Dislike Pricing concerns - # in household Concern How do we get the message out? 
Multiple platforms so public knows 
rules.

Dislike Community cleanup in March was 
easier because the shrubs were still 
dormant; April grown makes pickup 
harder

Dislike Pay one-time fee on bulk on demand vs. 
including in monthly cost

Concern May discourage recycling

Dislike Mostly tenants fail to buy tags Dislike Size of allowed pickup Concern What will this mean for those who 
qualify for tax relief?
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Dislike Trucks driving onto property 
damaging yard, curb, sidewalk

Suggestion: Suggest bag leaves /tie stick bundle Concern Rate increase will be even more 
significant for those w/32 gallon 
(containers now)

Dislike Price increase -no notice! Suggestion: Include monthly bill option for smaller carts 
or continue “pay as you throw” with blue 
bags.

Suggestion: Communicate on the water bill of 
changes

Dislike Trash being picked up when no decal 
and no violation! Every week!

Suggestion: Strong recommendation for City-run 
curbside; transportation challenges prevent 
recycling.

Suggestion: Educate citizens to separate leaves 
and brush

Dislike 500 lb limit/per address per month/at 
Concord (convenience center) needs to 
increase

Suggestion: Raise the monthly + include curbside-
extend life of the landfill

Suggestion: More teeth in enforcement

Dislike Inconsistent policing, enforcement, use 
of blue bags

Suggestion: Would like flexibility Suggestion: Hire another enforcement person

Dislike Concerned that we are generating to 
much trash

Suggestion: Concerned about it being a month before 
pickup (example: tree falls)

Suggestion: Would like to see recycling of glass

Dislike Would like to see smaller can/keep bag Suggestion: Possibly need penalty for violating bulk Suggestion: Penalty for violations should be added 
to water bill if not already planning to 
do so

Dislike Frustrated w/recycling because of 
contamination

Suggestion: Would there be penalties if you put it out on 
the wrong day?

Suggestion: Penalty for violations should be added 
to water bill if not already planning to 
do so

Dislike 96 gallon too big – will last a month Suggestion: There should be a difference between brush 
and bulk pickup

Suggestion: Advertise electronically; separate 
mailer from water bill

Dislike Concern about increasing fee but not 
reducing taxes

Suggestion: If fridges are put out, should remove door Suggestion: Involve in residents in enforcement?

Dislike Noncompliance – improper decal; not 
picked up

Suggestion: Make sure people know who to call if bulk 
needs to be picked up

Suggestion: Will need more cans than they realize

Dislike Everything picked up – no consistency 
– blows in yard

Suggestion: Want advertising for door to door

Dislike Bulk pickup delayed on big pile Suggestion: Need education on recycling
Dislike Mixed piles of brush/bulk Suggestion: Keep blue bags or have another option 

for occasional overflow
Dislike Clearance issues – under trees Suggestion: Convenience center available for 

residential disposal
Dislike Employee monitoring recycling site 

just sitting
Dislike Breaking top of trashcan
Dislike Takes a long time to get replacement

Dislike Decals don’t stick well
Dislike Too harsh enforcement (not really able 

to get volume)
Dislike Cans are not left orderly after pickup

Dislike Inconsistent enforcement
Dislike Trash is picked up whether in 

compliance or not
Dislike Although leaf pickup has a schedule the 

communication of the scheduled 
pickup is not easy to find/know

Dislike Scheduling pickup (leaves) – did not 
occur according to published schedule

Suggestion: Encourage composting
Suggestion: 856-CITY use that more
Suggestion: Let truck drivers issue violation
Suggestion: Would like curbside (recycling) – 

better if not single stream
Suggestion: Publicize collection dates – leaf pickup

Suggestion: Better enforcement and higher fines
Suggestion: Camera at recycling center
Suggestion: Household hazardous waste (HHW) 

picked up (paint cans) another 
collection day? Currently twice /year 

Suggestion: Cameras that work at recycling center

Suggestion: Clarification on what is considered 
brush, bulk, leaves
Ward specific leaf pickup was great 
–except for those the first week who 
had more leaves fall.
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